Acidic texturing has been widely used to reduce the reflection losses for silicon solar cells fabricated on multicrystalline wafers, however, there are few available models which attempt to predict the reduced reflection after texturing based on the morphology of the textured surfaces. An optical model which simulates the light trapping and scattering effects of acidic-textured surfaces based on the surface morphology is presented. The developed model was experimentally verified by reflection measurements from multicrystalline silicon wafers textured using different etching conditions. The relationship between weighted average reflection and surface morphology is demonstrated with some of the trends being explained by simulating reflection in different wavelength regions. The developed model could be embedded into solar cell simulation tools or adapted to predict optical properties of diverse surface morphologies.
Introduction
Surface texturing is a key process in the fabrication of silicon solar cells both in the laboratory and in commercial production. It provides enhanced light absorption with less front surface reflection, more internal reflection, and increased light path lengths inside the cell [1, 2] . A wide range of physical and chemical methods have been employed for texturing of silicon wafer-based and thin-film solar cells, including lithography [3, 4] , mechanical grooving [5, 6] , reactive ion texturing [7] [8] [9] , laser texturing [10] [11] [12] , alkaline [13] [14] [15] , and acidic texturing [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Of these texturing methods, alkaline and acidic texturing have been widely adopted in the commercial production of silicon wafer-based solar cells due to their lower cost, amenability to high-throughput processing, and superior antireflection properties. Alkaline etchants etch the {100} planes of silicon much faster than the {111} planes. This anisotropic etching, when performed at low sodium or potassium hydroxide concentrations and temperatures of 80-90
• C, results in the formation of pyramidal structures on {100} orientated monocrystalline silicon. These pyramidal structures trap the incoming light and reduce reflection effectively [2] . However, alkaline texturing performed on multicrystalline silicon results in largely untextured regions (where {111} crystal planes are exposed at the surface) and steps between grains due to the different grain orientations of the multicrystalline silicon [15, 21, 22] . Although acidic texturing of multicrystalline wafers results in higher average reflectance values than typically observed for alkaline texturing of monocrystalline wafers, the acidic texturing process is relatively low-cost and can be effectively performed as an inline process in a manufacturing line. In fact, because of the ease of implementing acidic texturing compared to alkaline texturing, some silicon solar cell manufacturers select to also texture monocrystalline wafers using acidic texturing, because the difference in surface reflection between alkalineand acidic-textured surfaces is reduced significantly after application of a silicon nitride antireflection coating and encapsulation.
Acidic texturing has also been employed to texture ZnO : Al transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layers, which serve as window layers in silicon-based thin-film solar cells [23] . It may also find application in the texturing of wafers produced using seeded casting processes [24] . The wafers that result from these new casting processes still contain grains but have large regions of monocrystalline material. A number of different methods are being developed for largescale manufacture of this new silicon material [24] [25] [26] , and because it is likely that grain orientation cannot always be carefully controlled, acidic texturing may also find a role in texturing these new wafer surfaces.
Simulation tools, such as PC1D [27] , contain models that simulate the reflection and light trapping for alkalinetextured solar cells and predict the electrical performance of textured solar cell devices. These tools enable higher level solar cell production line simulators, such as the Virtual Production Line (VPL), which has been developed at the University of New South Wales (UNSW) [28, 29] , to relate the effects of different alkaline texturing conditions (e.g., chemical composition, time, and temperature) on final device electrical performance. The VPL simulation software is extensively used in the teaching of photovoltaic engineering at UNSW. However, the current version of this software can only simulate the reflectance of alkalinetextured surfaces, which limits its application to current manufacturing processes which involve the use of multicrystalline silicon wafers.
Although the chemical process for acidic texturing can be simulated [29] , a model is required to predict the reflectance as a function of wavelength and hence the electrical performance of the textured solar cell device. The light-trapping properties of the acidic-textured surface morphology have not been extensively studied. Earlier studies have considered only the front-surface reflection properties of these surfaces [21, 22] . However, this paper describes a more comprehensive model which considers the reflection from the entire solar power spectrum, bulk absorption, and the contribution of the rear surface to light trapping. These enhancements to the model become critical as thinner wafers are increasingly used in the manufacturing of cells. Acidic texturing experiments were performed and the measured reflectance results were compared to those predicted by the model. The results suggest that the model can predict the reflection for a wide range of wavelengths. Further work is required to integrate this reflection model in solar cell simulators such as PC1D or higher level simulators such as VPL.
Model of Acidic-Textured Surfaces
Multicrystalline silicon surfaces textured using the UKN recipe for acidic texturing [18] [19] [20] are typified by an irregular array of concavities, or etching pits, as shown in Figure 1 . These pits in the textured surface are generated by the etching of surface defects in the crystal structure caused by sawing damage. Unlike in alkaline texturing where an initial saw-damage etching process must be performed before the texturing, in acidic texturing the saw damage is removed during the texturing thus simplifying the manufacturing process. However, the weighted average reflectance (WAR) values achieved by alkaline texturing are significantly lower than those achieved with acidic texturing. Furthermore, if acidic texturing times are used that are longer than optimal, then the textured concavities become larger and flatter and the resulting surface is significantly more reflective [30] .
To simplify the simulation of the reflection based on surface morphology described in this paper, a spherical cap surface was used to model the etching pit structure of the acidic-textured surface. The front-surface reflection, bulk absorption, rear surface reflection, and further internal reflections of light reaching each part of the etching pit were estimated, with the reflection of the wafer being estimated as the weighted average of all components.
Front Surface Scattering.
The spherical model is shown schematically in Figure 2 . The variables O and r denote the centre and radius of the sphere cap, and D and h donate the diameter and height of the sphere cap, respectively. The sphere cap is divided into small annular surface elements, S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m , . . . , S N , each element having a subtended angle dθ to O. The kth-order reflection at the mth annular surface element is denoted using R m,k .
It is assumed that incident light is directed perpendicularly to the silicon surface, and hence also perpendicular to the base of the sphere cap. Considering the incident light reaching annular surface element S m with an incident angle of θ m,i and a corresponding refracted angle of θ m,t , the primary reflection at the mth annular surface element S m is given by
where R TE and R TM represent the reflection of the transverseelectric and transverse-magnetic waves of the incident light, respectively. Light rays having a large incident angle can be reflected more than once as shown in Figure 2 . The reflected ray intersects the sphere again at annular surface element S n with the incident angle, θ n,i and refracted angle θ n,t , which are equal to θ m,i and θ m,t , respectively, before being reflected away from the surface. Thus, the front surface reflection R Fm for the mth annular surface element is given by
where k m donates the highest reflection order and is given by
The expression in (3) is derived from internal angle sum of the polygon, which consists of the intersection points and O as its vertices.
Bulk Absorption.
Considering the same incident light ray that reached S m discussed above, the attenuation factor A m after being absorbed inside the wafer is given by
where x denotes the actual light path length, t is the thickness of the wafer, α is the absorption coefficient, and θ m,n is the refracted angle of light reaching annular surface element S m referring to the normal direction to the wafer, as shown in Figure 3 . This expression shows that the light path is increased due to the textured surface and hence the probability of absorption by the silicon wafer is increased for the light's first pass through the wafer.
Rear Surface Reflection.
The rear surface is modelled using an inverted sphere cap as shown in Figure 4 . The incident light reaching S m on the front surface is scattered with an angle of θ m,n and has the possibility of reaching the convex sphere surface at the rear of the textured wafer.
To evaluate the angle distribution function (ADF) of the rear incident angles, the convex surface of the rear etch pit is divided into annular surface elements perpendicular to the incident light so, for example, light rays reaching different points on pth annular surface element S p would have the same incident angle of θ p . The ADF is determined by the projection area of the annular surface elements to the incident direction as represented by
where dS p is the projected area of unshaded part of pth rear annular surface element, η p is the shading percentage of it induced by the adjacent etching pit derived from Figure 4 , r r is the radius of the sphere cap on the rear surface, and G p is a geometric factor determining the fraction of annular surface element of the sphere cap exposed in the incident direction. The rear surface reflection R Rm of the light, which entered via the mth annular front surface element, is the average of the light reflected from the convex surface of the weighted by the ADF as represented by
Based on the primary reflection and absorption calculated above and the assumption that these values remain the same during internal reflection, the overall reflection of incident light reaching S m at the front surface of a free standing acidictextured bare (i.e., uncoated) silicon wafer can be expressed as
Figure 5 depicts the dependence of R m on R Rm . The value of R m for wavelengths shorter than 1000 nm does not change with increasing values of R Rm due to high absorption coefficient of this light and hence the high probability that this light is absorbed before it reaches the rear surface. However, for longer wavelengths of incident light, R m first increases and then decreases with increasing R Rm , with a very abrupt decrease being predicted for wavelengths of ≥1200 nm. This increase in R m as R Rm increases for longer wavelength light is due to the light, which is reflected from the rear surface, ultimately escaping from the wafer before absorption. This reflected loss of initially captured light is more likely for longer wavelength light, which has lower absorption coefficient and is more likely to encounter internal surfaces during its light path through the wafer. It is also enhanced for surfaces which are characterised by lower h/D values where light is coupled less obliquely into the wafer. The overall reflection of the etching pit, R, is the average reflection of all annular surface elements weighted by their projection area, as given by
where dS and S are the projected areas of the small annular surface element and sphere cap, respectively, and r f is the radius of the sphere cap on the front surface, which is not necessarily the same as r r due to processes like rear etching. Figure 6 shows the reflection calculated from (8) as a function of wavelength and h/D ratio. The calculations use light absorption coefficients and refractive indices at 300 K provided in [31] .
Experimental
Texturing experiments were performed to examine the accuracy of the developed model. In order to show the relationship between reflection and surface morphology, multicrystalline silicon wafers of thickness 200 μm were textured in solutions comprising HF, HNO 3 , and deionised water to achieve a range of etching pit scales by changing the etching conditions (e. wafers, which had been textured on both sides, was measured for a wavelength range of 250 nm to 1300 nm using a Perkin Elmer spectrophotometer. It was estimated that <1% of the light that was transmitted through the wafer was reflected back into the wafer. Weighted average reflection values were calculated by weighting the measured reflection against the intensity of direct radiation in the AM1.5G spectrum. Figure 7 shows SEM images of some of the different wafer surface morphologies that were observed after acidic texturing. It demonstrates how different etch pit geometries can be achieved using different etching conditions, with higher HF : HNO 3 ratios and lower texturing temperatures resulting in deeper pits which are characterised by larger h/D values. Figure 8 shows a comparison between simulated and experimental reflection of two textured wafers which had different h/D values over the wavelength range of 250 nm to 1300 nm. The simulated reflection data predicts the main trends in the experimental reflection curves, however, some inaccuracy in the simulated data is to be expected due to the simplified assumptions of the model (e.g., assumptions that the surface is characterised by a single h/D value). Furthermore, mismatches between regions selected for reflection measurement and SEM imaging may contribute to discrepancies between simulated and experimental reflection values. Values of h/D greater than 0.5 were not considered in this analysis because these surfaces involve more coupling of surrounding pits and possible porous silicon formation than surface morphologies that are typically observed with UKN texturing.
Results and Discussion
The relationship between the WAR and h/D was also investigated, due to the usefulness of WAR values in comparing different texturing methods. Figure 9 shows how the WAR varies with h/D values. The WAR does not vary significantly with increasing h/D until an h/D value of ∼0.2, after which it begins to decrease and subsequently plateaus at a value of 0.24. The decrease in WAR, which occurs at ∼0.2 in Figure 9 , is due to the onset of higher-order reflection (i.e., k m = 2). The critical value of h/D can be calculated from (3) to be 0.2071, after which the reflection is reduced due to the reduced front surface reflection.
The contribution of the rear surface reflection to the increased reflection predicted by the model and depicted in Figure 5 suggests that, at least for longer wavelengths when h/D is small and light has a greater probability of reaching the rear surface because of the shorter light path in the wafer, some increase in reflection is expected. By graphing the simulated WAR of the short (550-600 nm) and long wavelengths (1150-1200 nm) of light separately, as shown in Figure 10 , this predicted increase in reflection is demonstrated for only the longer wavelength light. However, although the model predicts the WAR reasonably well for the short wavelength light where the reflection is largely determined by the front surface, it appears to only successfully predict the reflection of long wavelength light for h/D values greater than ∼0. 25 . For the cases where h/D is higher than the critical value of high-order reflection, the WAR of both short-and long-wavelength light decreases as h/D increases because the front surface reflection is effectively reduced by higher-order reflections within etching pits. However, as h/D becomes even larger, higher-order reflection only occurs on a smaller surface of the etching pit, thus the value of the WAR plateaus as the value of h/D approaches 0.5. For the region where h/D is lower than the critical value, the WAR of short wavelength light is substantially unchanged because there is no significant higher-order reflection arising from the front surface. The short wavelength light has a high probability of absorption before reaching the rear surface without requiring a lengthened light path due to front surface scattering.
Increased reflection for long wavelength light at low h/D values is not evident in the experimental data. This is most likely due to higher-order reflection not being considered in the rear surface reflection model described in Section 2.3. This can result in underestimation of the light path length in the wafer and hence higher predicted WAR values for low h/D values. However, the model appears to accurately predict the WAR for larger h/D values, because the longer light paths caused by the increased scattering increases the probability that the light is absorbed in the bulk and therefore reduces the sensitivity of the model to the rear surface reflection as shown in Figure 5 . For small h/D values, light is coupled into the wafer at less oblique angles and hence experiences shorter light paths in the wafer and is less likely to be internally reflected.
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Conclusions
An optical model was presented for the modelling of light trapping in acidic-textured silicon wafers. Sphere caps were used to model the etching pits that form during the texturing when the commonly-used UKN texturing process is used. The developed model was used to predict the reflection from bare acidic-textured multicrystalline wafers on the basis of the surface morphology which was varied by altering the texturing conditions. The model was shown to predict the reflection for a wide range of wavelengths. The model predicted that, for shorter wavelength light, the WAR was constant for small h/D values and then began to decrease at h/D ∼ 0.2 where higher-order reflection effects became significant resulting in increased scattering of light in the wafer. For longer wavelength light, where the absorption coefficient is significantly reduced, the model predicted a small increase in WAR for small h/D values due to the shorter paths experienced by light that is coupled less obliquely into the wafer. This results in a greater chance of initially captured light escaping from the wafer on subsequent encounters with wafer surfaces. However, this increase in WAR for low h/D values was not observed experimentally. It is proposed that this was due to the fact that the rear surface reflection model used did not take into account the effects of higherorder reflection at the convex surface of the etching pits and thus, most likely, underestimated the length of the internally reflected light path.
The inaccuracies of the rear surface reflection model may not be critical for practical purposes because the rear surfaces of many acidic-textured silicon solar cells are partially planarised by a rear surface etching process used to isolate the junction to the front surface of the cell and then alloyed with aluminium to form a rear-surface field and rear-cell electrode. Consequently, the rear surface reflection model, developed here for bare wafers, will need to be further developed to more accurately represent the light trapping properties of final devices. Finally, the model has the potential to be adapted for use in solar cell simulators, such as PC1D, or higherlevel simulators such as the VPL where it can be used to relate acidic texturing processing conditions to final device efficiency and hence enhance the educational and training experiences for future PV engineers. The accuracy of the model could be enhanced by an improved characterisation of the surface morphology of the textured surfaces which are formed using different processing parameters, and further characterisation of the reflectance from final devices.
